CUSTOM TELECOM SOLUTIONS
AXSERA designs and builds wireless
communications networks for
companies with challenging needs.
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This example shows the network for a
company wishing to communicate with
its urban and distant operations.
For communications between its offices
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located around the city and the harbor,
the company leases telecommunication
lines from the public carriers. However,
to connect to its ground vehicles and
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ships at dock or waiting in surrounding
waters, the company operates its own
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private telephone and data communica-

M I N I N G S I TE

tion network. The video security network

In a very remote region, no public telephone services exist.
To connect the region to the head office and the public
telephone network, the company leases satellite channels.

at the port uses a combination of wired
and wireless communications techniques.

MINING SITE

Depending on the case, permanent buildings and processing
plants are connected using a cabled solution or a wireless
solution. For less permanent installations or where terrain or
distances do not permit, radio communication is used.
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V I D E O SU R VEILLA NC E

Radio communication connects the remote airport to the
field office, as well as along the railway to the remote seaport
and ships.

Where high-value material is processed or transported, video
surveillance enables security personnel to monitor activies.

Offices/dormitories

A combination of wired and wireless communications is used,
as appropriate.
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REMOT E SEAP OR T
A wireless network connects the ships
docked around the seaport, the port’s
material processing facilities, and the trains
on the railway, to the regional center.
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F I N D I NG T HE BES T S OLU T ION …
Axsera’s goal is to provide customers with reliable solutions for their telecommunications requirements.
Working closely with a customer’s specialists, Axsera defines performance requirements and constraints for a project.
After understanding the immediate and future requirements, as well as constraints, Axsera develops possible approaches
to the project, including wired, fiber, and wireless.
In consultation with the customer, the most suitable approach is chosen, leading to a clear definition of the project,
the execution time, and the costs involved.

AXS E R A’S S COP E OF P ROJ ECTS
Axsera Inc. is a Canadian company headquartered in Montreal, Canada that offers its
customers a wide range of technical services. Our management and engineering staff
have extensive experience in the wireless telecommunication field.
Axsera can undertake whole projects, or portions of projects where wireless expertise
is essential. We would be pleased to discuss your next project.
Axsera’s headquarters, conference facilities, and laboratories are located at:

AXSERA Inc.
5960 Henri Bourassa Boulevard West, Montréal (St-Laurent) Quebec,
H4R 3A6, Canada Tel. : +1 (514) 337-0667, Fax : +1 (514) 339-9060

info@axsera.com www.axsera.com

